**Summary Description of Workshop**

Continuous change can hinder the initiation and execution of a project. Change can adversely impact an organization and create a chaotic environment which is difficult to predict and to run projects in.

This interactive workshop (half-day and full-day versions) probes the difficulties of managing in volatile times when change is almost a constant. Using the Churchill case study the workshop looks at when Winston Churchill became Prime Minister in May 1940, in a period of calamitous change. The workshop examines what he actually did, and how he transformed his organization to turn his perilous situation around. Churchill was a Project Manager as well in the modern sense driving a project to completion.

Workshop participants will be given a chance to use their skills to tackle some of the most daunting project management problems ever faced by a project team as Churchill walked a "political tightrope." Participants will be introduced to the problems faced by Churchill after the disaster of Dunkirk. You will see how Churchill undertook the seemingly impossible, to deliver a victory in an aggressive three month time frame. This will be analyzed through the lens of the PMBoK nine knowledge areas.

Through exercises the workshop participants focus on assessing the situation and decision making.

**Learning Objectives Purpose/Benefits**

You will learn how the lessons learned from Churchill’s administration can be applied to Project Management today. The workshop juxtaposes this story to modern projects so that we can learn how Churchill:

- set clear short and long term goals,
- created and enacted a communication strategy to support his goals,
- set up a governance framework to overcome institutional resistance to change and broke down organizational silos,
- selected his project team and supported his leaders,
- continuously challenged preconceived notions,
- created a collaborative working environment,
- evaluated emerging technologies,
- prioritized various initiatives,
- instituted a transformation across the enterprise,
- used information to enhance decision making,
- used metrics to track and guide the project.

Entertaining and full of intriguing historical details, the workshop helps participants see how the PMBOK Knowledge Areas came into play with project planning and execution. Even more important, as you begin to see and understand this impossible situation, you will come to understand how both good and bad decisions were made and how in the end, some measure of success was achieved.
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